
A note on stabilization with saturating feedbackTHOMAS I. SEIDMAN AND HOUSHI LIThomas I. SeidmanDepartment of Mathematics and StatisticsUniversity of Maryland Baltimore CountyBaltimore, MD 21250, USAHoushi LiDepartment of MathematicsSouthwestern Jiaotong University, P.R. ChinaVisiting at UMBC while the original version of this paper was written.Abstract. We assume, for a distributed parameter control system, that a linear stabilizing feedbackis available. We then seek a stabilizing feedback, necessarily nonlinear, subject to an a priori boundon the control. 1. IntroductionWe are concerned with feedback stabilization of a linear system_x = Ax(1)for which it is known that the solution semigroup S(�) generated by the (unbounded) operator A is a contractionsemigroup on the Hilbert space H. We suppose that control actuation is available_x = Ax+Bz(2)whereB is a linear operator from some auxiliary Hilbert space U toH. If the observation y = B�xis also available, then the feedback z = �y = �B�x(3)is clearly dissipative (hx;Bzi = �kyk2 � 0) and we assume a priori that this linear feedbacksystem _x = Ax�BB�x = (A+ �)x with � := �BB�(4)is asymptotically stable:For every solution of (4) one has x(t)! 0 as t!1:(5)Our principal concern here is that the control actuation (2) might be available only subject toa control constraint: kz(t)k � 1 (perhaps after re-scaling). In such a situation we wish to replace(3) by the `saturating control law'z = F (y) := � �y (kyk � 1)�y=kyk (kyk � 1) (y = B�x);(6)i.e., we would try as hard as possible, subject to the constraint, to employ (3). The resultingfeedback system is now nonlinear:_x = Ax+G(x) with G : � 7! BF (B��)(7) 1



2 THOMAS I. SEIDMAN AND HOUSHI LIand in some sense lies `between' (1) and (4) | letting � be the dissipative linear operator:� 7! �BB�� of (4), the control term G(�) of (7) has the form (with � := minf1; 1=kykg):G(�) := BF (B��) = ��� with 0 < � � 1(8)where � = 0 would reduce the dynamics to (1) while � = 1, on the other hand, would correspondto (4). Our concern here is whether we retain asymptotic stability for this saturating control |i.e., we ask: Is it true thatFor every solution of (7) one has x(t)! 0 as t!1?(9)This form of control was treated for the distributed parameter case by Slemrod [7] and thatpaper has been a primary stimulus to this. We note that Slemrod, in [7], was particularlyinterested in demonstrating (9) for a speci�c beam model; he imposed hypotheses which weresatis�ed in that model and which then permitted application of some available general results,especially for veri�cation of (5) for that model. Here we wish to take (5), the asymptotic stabilityof the linear feedback system, as given a priori so, under weaker supplementary assumptions thanin [7] on the operators A;B, we will be able to show the asymptotic stability of the system (7)using the saturating feedback (6) as a simple consequence of its relation to (1) and (4). Inparticular, for this implication we will not need to impose compactness assumptions either onthe resolvent (�1 � A)�1 or on B | indeed, it will be possible (in Section 4 below) even torelax the continuity requirement for B. For further treatment of some more detailed examples,note [5], which will concentrate on the cases of boundary control and non-compact resolvents.Our analysis here will rely primarily on the theory of semigroups of nonlinear operators, for whichwe will take [1] and [8] as principal references.What we have in mind, primarily, is a system governed by a partial di�erential equation (as awave equation or a non-dissipative beam or plate equation) for which energy is conserved and canbe used to furnish a `natural' Hilbert space norm. (Note that in this case S(�) would be a unitarygroup.) Of course, some damping might already be included in (1), but we view the stabilizationas principally coming from the use of feedback control as a mechanism for energy dissipation.Quite di�erent in spirit, although also covered by this hypothesis, would be a di�usion problemin which, in a context of no-ux boundary conditions, A has a nontrivial nullspace so someadditional dissipation would be needed for asymptotic stability.As an example, consider for (2) the controlled damped wave equationwtt � a2�wt = �w + bz on 
 with w = 0 at @
(10)To formulate this as above, we take z 2 U := L2(
0) where 
 � 
0 �supp b(�), introduce u = wtand v = rw, set x := � uv � 2 H := L2(
)� L2div(
), and setA := A0 +A1 = � 0 r�r 0 �+� a2� 00 0 � ; Bz := � bz0 �with suitable speci�cation of the domain D(A). Then (2) becomes (10) and (4) becomeswtt � a2�wt = �w � b2wtThis is clearly dissipative and, even with a � 0, one expects (5) for nontrivial b by resultsof scattering theory | although a uniform stabilization rate would necessarily depend on thesupport of b(�). Note also that this A will not have compact resolvent and if the support of a issmall this term will not give stability without the feedback.



STABILIZATION WITH SATURATING FEEDBACK 32. Asymptotic stabilityIn this section we present the major result of this note: an a�rmative answer to the questionraised about (9). We have explicitly assumed that A is the in�nitesimal generator of a con-traction semigroup S(�) on the Hilbert space H and implicitly assumed, in that discusssion, theboundedness of B : U ! H. For the moment (until Section 4) we continue to assume continuityof B so G : � 7! BF (B��) is uniformly Lipschitzian: H ! H. We will now wish to consider thefeedback system _x = Ax+Bz with z = G[x], i.e.,z = minf1; 1=kB�xkg�x (� := �BB�)(11)Theorem 1. Let A be the in�nitesimal generator of a C0 contraction semigroup on H and letB : U ! H be continuous. Then (11) will be asymptotically output stable | i.e.,For every solution of (11) one has y(t)! 0 as t!1:(12)where y(t) := B�x(t) is the output.Proof. There is no question about solvability of (11) | one need only consider (compare [3]) theusual integral equation for the mild solutionx(t) = S(t)x0 + Z t0 S(t� s)G[x(s)] ds;(13)noting that G[�] = BF [B��] is uniformly Lipschitzian. As an alternative argument, one notes�rst that, as A is the in�nitesimal generator of a contraction semigroup, it must be m-dissipative(In the Hilbert space context this is equivalent to �A being maximal monotone) and then that�G(�) is the gradient of the convex continuous functional' : � 7! '1(kB��k)with '1(r) := � (1=2)r2 (0 � r � 1)r � 1=2 (r � 1)(14)whence G is also m-dissipative. Since D(G) = H, it follows (cf., [1] or [8]) that T̂ := (A+G) ism-dissipative so T̂ generates a contraction semigroup SG(�) on D(A) = H, giving the solutionof (7) | i.e., the solution of (11) with initial data x(0) = x0 is given by x(t) = SG(t)[x0] withkSG(t)[�] � SG(t)[�0]k � k� � �0k for all t � 0. More precisely, we note that, for any solution xof (11), we have � 12kxk2� � = hx; _xi = hx;Axi + hx;G(x)i � hx;G(x)iwhence kx(t)k2 � kx(s)k2 � 2 Z ts hx;G(x)i dr = �2 Z ts �kyk2 dr(15)with � = minf1; 1=kykg as in (8).As given, this argument is purely formal, since the treatment above of �kxk2� � = 2hx; _xi is legit-imate pointwise only if x 2 D(A). However, a standard argument enables us to get the desiredconsequence (15) in any case: we let x�(�) be the solution of (11)� | i.e., of (11) with A replacedby its Yosida approximation A� := �A(�1 �A)�1 | and note �rst that (15)� is valid (as A� iscontinuous) and then that as � !1 one has x�(t) ! x(t) uniformly on any [0; T ] so, in the limit,we obtain (15).Two immediate consequences of (15) are that:� kx(�)k is nonincreasing so x (hence y) is bounded and� since �(�) in (15) must be bounded away from 0 for bounded kyk, i.e., on IR+, the outputy(�) must be in L2(IR+ ! U).



4 THOMAS I. SEIDMAN AND HOUSHI LINow consider any particular solution x(�) = SG(t)[x0] of (11); clearlykx(t)k = kSG(t� s)[x(s)]k � kx(s)k � kx0k (0 � s � t):We next note that x(�) (and so y(�) also, by the assumed boundedness of B�) is uniformlycontinuous sincekx(t)� x(s)k = kSG(s)[SG(t� s)[x0]]� SG(s)[x0]k � kSG(t� s)[x0]� x0kand SG(�) is continuous at 0 in the strong (pointwise) topology.We now prove (12) by contradiction: supposing it were false, there would be a solution x asabove and an increasing sequence of times tk !1 such that ky(tk)k > 2" for some �xed " > 0.By the uniform continuity of y(�) shown above, we have an interval Ik centered at tk and ofwidth at least � = �(") on which kyk > " so, since the boundedness of kyk ensures existence ofsome �� > 0 with � � �� uniformly, the contribution of each Ik to the integral of �hx;G(x)imust be at least ��"2� > 0 and, as we may assume without loss of generality that these intervalsare disjoint, the total contribution up to tk + � must then be at least k��"2�. Since (15) implies� R10 hx;G(x)i � kx0k2 this gives a contradiction.Corollary 1. If, in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1, we also have (5), then we have (9).Proof. We need only note that, by the Theorem, there is some time � such that ky(t)k < 1for t > � soG(x) � �x = �BB�x from � on. The remaining evolution of (7) coincides thenceforthwith that of (4), starting at x(�) | for which convergence to 0 was assumed.3. Some remarksRemark 3: It is known [6] that there are control systems (2) such that, for certain observationoperators C, there is no possible causal feedback (even of much more general form than here)which would give asymptotic output stabilization of y = Cx. In these examples one may haveA generating a contraction semigroup and B;C continuous, as in Theorem 1 and, further, canassume exact nullcontrollability in �xed �nite time (so exponential state stabilization would bepossible with full state observation). Here, however, we have seen that those possibilities cannotoccur with C = B�.At this point we also note the possibility of a gain operator K for which z = �Ky = �KCxis stabilizing. If this feedback were purely dissipative (� = �BKC selfadjoint and negative), wecould rede�ne so B 7 [��]1=2 and U  7 H. The entire argument then would proceed as before.Remark 3: It is clear from the proof given that Theorem 1 applies to feedback operators Gas in (8) with more general �(�) provided the dependence of � on r = kyk = kBxk is moderatelysmooth and satis�es:� : (0;1)! (0;1) is continuous with r�(r) nondecreasing.[To keep the control bounded, e.g., to impose a constraint that kuk �M , we would also have torequire that �(r) � M=r; this constraint is, however, irrelevant to the Theorem.] Note that theresulting operator G is the gradient of the convex functional� 7! '(kB��k) with '(r) := Z r0 r̂�(r̂) dr̂(16)To enable the proof above for Corollary 1, we need only add the requirement that � � 1 on somenontrivial interval 0 < r < r0.Another generalization would be to consider J continuous control operators Bj : Uj ! H withobservation y = (y1; : : : ; yJ), taking yj = B�jx with values in Uj . The linear feedback wouldbe uj = �yj so (4) would become_x = Ax+B1u1 + � � �+BJuJ = Ax+ �x(17)



STABILIZATION WITH SATURATING FEEDBACK 5with � = �1 + � � �+ �J where �j = �BjB�j . Correspondingly, we setGj(�) := �j(kBj�k)�j� G(�) =Xj Gj(�)with each �j as just above so (11) would become_x = Ax�Xj �j(kBjxk)BjB�jx = Ax+G(x):(18)Replacing (11) by (18) as an equation and in (12), the proof provided above for the Theoremcontinues to hold with the obvious minor modi�cations. The same applies to Corollary 1.[It might be of some interest to extend this further to an integral form:G(�) = � ZA ��(kA���k)B�B��� �(d�)with B� : U� ! H so B� : H ! L� U� =: U . With reasonable hypotheses (e.g.: kB�k � � andeach �� as above), a version of our argument shows the convergence y(t) := Bx(t) ! 0 as t ! 1in the sense of kyk = k� 7! y�k := �R ky�k2 �(d�)�1=2. Unfortunately, there seems no easy way toobtain the Corollary in this setting.]We also note that the linearity of A has not been used | e.g., we did not rely on (13) butrather on the theory of nonlinear semigroups | so our analysis would apply also when (1) isnonlinear. We will not pursue this.Remark 3: While we have shown in Corollary 1 the convergence x(t) ! 0 as t ! 1,our argument provides no rate of convergence | and, indeed, this could not be expected if norate is speci�ed for the linearly controlled system (4). With such a speci�cation, necessarilyexponential, our argument still does not give uniformity for this exponential decay: for eachsolution the asymptotic rate is always the same as for (4) but for initially large solutions thedecay can be relatively minuscule for an initial period of indeterminate length. We will, however,provide a suggestive computation indicating why such a uniform rate for (7) might be plausiblein fairly general circumstances:One can always �nd a spectral variable ! for the selfadjoint linear operator � | i.e.,one has an isomorphism of H with some L2�(
) and in this representation � acts bysimple multiplication: there is a �-measurable function  : 
! [0; k�k ] such that[��](!) = �(!)�(!) for �(�) 2 L2�(
):Note that kBk2 = k�k =ess supfg. We now consider a conservative setting so S(�)is actually a unitary group, for which it is plausible to expect a representation[S(t)�](!) = �(�t(!)) for t 2 IR; ! 2 
; �(�) 2 L2�(
)where t 7! �(t) is a one-parameter group of measure preserving transformations on 
.We easily verify that the solution of (7) is given byx(t;!) = exp �� Z t0 �̂(s) (�t�s(!)) ds� x0 (��t(!))where �̂(s) := �(kB�x(s)k) � �(kBkkx(s)k). The same formula with �̂ replaced by 1gives the solution of (4), so a convergence rate for (5) | i.e., kx(�)k � �kx0k forsome � > 0 and some � < 1 | would require thatess inf! �Z �0  (�s(!)) ds� � � := � ln� > 0:We then get for (9) the rate:kx(t)k � exp [��( kBkkx0k )�t=� ] kx0k:



6 THOMAS I. SEIDMAN AND HOUSHI LIRemark 3: A principal reason for using feedback for stabilization is to allow for the possibilityof continued excitation, i.e., the inclusion of a forcing term f in (2) so we would get_x = Ax+G(x) + f(19)For an exponentially decaying linear system it is standard to estimate the stability of the response:if, e.g., f is bounded (uniformly in time), then the solution will be bounded with a bounddependent both on the decay rate and the bound on f and related comments apply to excitationswhich are locally Lp. For the saturating system (19) one notes that one has a bound on thedissipation provided by the feedback so even a bounded excitation (but exceeding this) mightproduce an unbounded trajectory: we then do not, in general, get BIBO stabilization.4. Unbounded control/observationIn this section we wish to relax the requirement that the linear control/observation opera-tors B;B� be continuous with respect to the H;U topologies as above. This is potentially im-portant especially for the possible consideration of stabilization through boundary control. Notethe related importance of avoiding imposition of a coercivity assumption for �A since, whileuseful, this would unfortunately preclude consideration of precisely those problems in which weare most interested.We continue to assume that A generates a contraction semigroup on H, although all wewill use of this is that it is dissipative and that its domain D(A) := f� : A� 2 Hg is densein H. Since � = �BB� is now to be unbounded, it is no longer automatic that the dissipativeoperator (A + �) should be maximal and, with a view to Theorem 3, we will therefore assumeexplicitly that i) (A+ �) is the in�nitesimal generator of a C0 contractionsemigroup S�(�) on H;ii) D# := D(A) \ D(A+ �) is dense in H.(20)As before, �G(�) := ��(kB��k)�� = @'(kB��k) with ' given on H as in (14) for � 2D(B�) := f� 2 H : kB��k <1g and '(�) := +1 for � 2 [HnD(B�)]; one easily sees that this 'is lower semicontinuous on H, so �G is maximal monotone. It is now no longer automatic thatthe sum (A+G) is maximal and, as with (20-i), we assume explicitly that(A+G) is the in�nitesimal generator of a C0 contractionsemigroup SG(�) on H.(21)Theorem 2. Let A;B; G be as above. Then, for the controlled di�erential equation:_x = Ax+G(x) x(0) = x0(22)giving x(t) = SG(t)[x0], one has� If x0 2 D#, then the solution is asymptotically output stable, i.e., one has: y(t) :=B�x(t)! 0 as t!1.� If one assumes asymptotic stabilization on D# for the linear semigroup S�(�) | i.e., if (5)holds for arbitrary initial data x0 2 D# | then one has asymptotic stability for the satu-rating control system (22), now for arbitrary initial data x0 2 H.Proof. We proceed by a sequence of steps, beginning with an observation about the linear semi-group S�:Step 1: Let ~x(t) := S�(t)[x0] be the solution of (4) with initial data in the domain of the



STABILIZATION WITH SATURATING FEEDBACK 7in�nitesimal generator: x0 2 D(A + �). By a theorem of Komura [4], in this case ~x � as well as~x will be nonincreasing, i.e., k~x �(t)k � k~x �(0)k = k(A+ �)x0k =: Cas well as k~x(t)k � kx0k.Strictly speaking, we have ~x �(t) only a.e. and otherwise have the `forward derivative' ~x+, but thisdistinction does not a�ect our argument.We now show that, setting ~y(�) := B�~x(�), we have� ~y(�) is well-de�ned and bounded uniformly on IR+;� ~y(�) is continuous, uniformly on IR+.For the �rst, we note thatk~y(t)k2 = hB�~x;B�~xi = h~x;��~xi� h~x;�(A+ �)~xi = h~x;�~x �i � Ckx0kso ~x(t) 2 D(B�) and ~y(t) is de�ned and bounded on IR+. For the second, we note similarly that(for t > s) we have k~y(t)� ~y(s)k2 = h~x(t)� ~x(s);��[~x(t)� ~x(s)]i� h~x(t)� ~x(s); ~x �(t)� ~x �(s)i� Z ts ~x �(r) dr [k~x �(t)k+ k~x �(s)k]� 2C2(t� s)giving uniform H�older continuityk~y(t)� ~y(s)k � p2C (t� s)1=2:(23)Step 2: Let x := SG(�)[x0] be the solution of (22) with x0 in the domain of this in�nitesimalgenerator: x0 2 D(A + G); as before, kx(t)k � kx0k and k _x(t)k � k(A + G)[x0]k =: C.Setting y := B�x, we now have� y(�) is well-de�ned and bounded uniformly on IR+;� := minf1; 1=kykg � �# > 0;� y(�) 2 L2(IR+ ! U) with �R10 kyk2�1=2 � (1=p2�#)kx0kAs in Step 1, we have from [4] that D(A +G) is invariant and that kx(�)k; k _x(�)k are nonin-creasing. For the �rst assertion we note thatky(t)k2 = hx;��xi = (1=�) hx;�G[x]i;minfkyk2; kykg � hx;�G[x]i � hx;�(A+G)[x]i � Ckx0k;ky(t)k � maxf1; Ckx0kg so � � �# := 1=Ckx0kwhile for the second we note that �kxk2�� = 2hx; _xi so�# Z t0 kyk � Z t0 �kyk = Z t0 hx;�G[x]i� Z t0 hx;�(A+G)[x]i = Z t0 hx;� _xi � 12kx0k2:Step 3: Let x(�); y(�) be as above and suppose, for some � , that ky(�)k < 1. Then x(�) 2D(A+ �) and, on some interval I = [�; �1), one has x(t) = ~x(t) := S�(t� �)[x(�)].We note that when kyk � 1 we have � = 1 so G[x] = �x; noting that (20-ii) permits us toconsider the sums directly, we know that then (A + �)x(�) = (A + G)[x(�)], which is in H.Thus we have x(�) 2 D(A + �) and, setting ~x(t) := S�(t � �)[x(�)], can proceed as in Step 1;note that k~x �(�)k = k(A + �)x(�)k = k _x(�)k � k _x(0)k = C. We then have ~y(�) continuous so,



8 THOMAS I. SEIDMAN AND HOUSHI LIas ~y(�) = y(�) with ky(�)k < 1, there is an interval I on which k~yk � 1. On that interval,~x � = (A+�)~x = (A+G)[~x] so ~x(�) is also a solution of (22) with the same (initial) data at t = �as x(�). By uniqueness for this di�erential equation, we then have x = ~x so long as kyk = k~ykremains below 1. By (23), a lower bound for the length of I is: �1 � � � [1� ky(�)k]2=2C.Step 4: With x0 2 D(A + G), we may now conclude, much as in the proof of Theorem 1,that the output y(t) approaches 0 in U as t!1.Suppose this would be false. Then, for some 0 < " < 1=3 there would be arbitrarily largevalues of t for which ky(t)k > 2". Since, as in Step 2, we have y(�) 2 L2(IR+ ! U , there mustalso be arbitrarily large values of t for which ky(t)k < 2" < 1; since y(�) is continuous there,there must be �k ! 1 with ky(�k)k = 2" and with kyk � " on an interval Ik of length at least� := "2=2C; without loss of generality we may assume these intervals are disjoint. Since there arein�nitely many such intervals, it then follows that R10 kyk2 > N"4=2C for arbitrarily large N ,contradicting the L2 bound for kyk.Step 5: If we now assume (5) for initial data in D(A + �), then | at least for such initialdata x0 | the asymptotic stability x(t) := SG(t)[x0] ! 0 follows from the output stabilization(just obtained in Step 4) and (5), exactly as in the proof of Corollary 1.Step 6: We conclude by showing the asymptotic stability for general initial data:x(t) := SG(t)[x0]! 0 as t!1 for arbitrary x0 2 H:(24)To see this, we �rst note that D(A+G) contains D# which is dense in H. Thus, for any " > 0we can choose x00 2 D(A + G) with kx00 � x0k � " and let x0 = SG(�)[x00] be the correspondingsolution. We know that there will be some � for which kx0(�)k � " and we then havekx(�)k � kx0(�)k+ kSG(�)[x00]� SG(�)[x0]k � 2":By the contractivity of SG, we will have kx(t)k � 2" thenceforth, i.e., x(t)! 0 as t!1.We are next concerned with veri�cation of the hypotheses for Theorem 2 and show that asu�cient condition for this is that there be some # < 1 and some K such thatk��k � #kA�k+Kk�k for all � 2 D(A)(25)[It is worth noting that a su�cient condition for (25) | with # > 0 arbitrary | is that theunbounded operator � be compact relative to A, i.e., compact when viewed as a linear operatorfrom D(A), taken with graph norm.]Theorem 3. Assume �A is a maximal monotone (unbounded) linear operator on the Hilbertspace H with B such that � := �BB� satis�es (25) with # < 1. Then (20) holds and, withG de�ned as in Theorem 2, (21) holds.Proof. We begin by showing (21), for which it is su�cient to show that the sum �(A + G) ismaximal monotone, for which it is su�cient to show that 1 � (A + G) is surjective. Since theYosida approximation A� is continuous, we know that �(A� +G) is maximal monotone so, forarbitrary � 2 H, there is a unique solution � = �� of� �A�� �G[�] = �(26)and we set � = �� := (1 � �A)�1�� and ! = !� := A���. Note that h!; �i � 0 as A� isdissipative, that � = � � �!, and that multiplying (26) by � and using the monotonicity givesk�k2 � h�; �i so k��k � k�k, uniformly in �, whence also k�k � k�k.



STABILIZATION WITH SATURATING FEEDBACK 9Theorem 8 of [2] asserts that � is in the range of (1 � A � G) if (and only if) !� remainsbounded as �! 0+ and we proceed to show this, using (25). Multiplying (26) by ! givesk!k2 = h!; !i = h!; � � � �G[�]i� k!k k�k� h!;G[�]i = k!k k�k � �h!;��i= k!k k�k� � [h!;��i � �h!;�!i]� k!k [k�k+ k��k] � k!k [k�k+ #k!k+Kk�k] :This gives, uniformly, k!�k � 1 +K1� # k�kwhence, by the Brezis result, we see that this arbitrary � is in the range of (1 � A � G),showing (21).The argument for (20) is identical after replacing � by 1 above.Acknowledgments: This research has been partially supported by the U.S. Air Force O�ceof Scienti�c Research under the grants AFOSR-87-0190 and AFOSR-87-0350. We note withgratitude the value of signi�cant comments by R. Triggiani and, most especially, by I. Lasiecka.References[1] V. Barbu, \Nonlinear semigroups and di�erential equations in Banach spaces", Noordho�, Leyden, 1976.[2] H. Brezis, Monotonicity methods in Hilbert spaces and some applications to nonlinear partial di�erentialequations, pp. 101{156 in \Contributions to Nonlinear Functional Analysis" (E.H. Zarontonello, ed.), Acad.Press, N.Y., 1971.[3] A. Haraux, \Nonlinear Evolution Equations: Global Behavior of Solutions" (Lect. Notes in Math. #841),Springer-Verlag, New York, 1981.[4] Y. Komura, Nonlinear semigroups in Hilbert space, J. Math. Soc. Japan 19 (1967), 493{507.[5] I. Lasiecka and T.I. Seidman, Saturating versions of stabilizing boundary feedback, in preparation.[6] T.I. Seidman, `Output Stabilization' for autonomous linear control systems, to appear.[7] M. Slemrod, Feedback stabilization of a linear control system in Hilbert space with an a priori bounded control,Math. Control, Signals, Systems 2 (1989), 265{285.[8] E. Zeidler, \Nonlinear Functional Analysis and its Applications, v. II," Springer-Verlag, New York, 1990.E-mail address: seidman@math.umbc.edu


